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Drafter

Are you a Design Engineer looking for a new direction

Would you like to be involved in designing innovative products

Join our Oilfield Equipment Team

As a global team, we design and deliver surface pressure control equipment, as well as

support field maintenance, commissioning, and de-commissioning. Innovating in the energy

industry, surface pressure control capabilities are industry-leading.

Partner with the best

As a Drafter, you will facilitate customer needs into operative and realistic plans. You will

be collaborating across multiple teams to assure requirements are captured in drawings and

the design is finalized on time.

You will be responsible for:

Investigating and procuring all data required to develop designs.

Preparing preliminary sketches and/or schematic diagrams.

Preparing designs having distinctive design features that can differ significantly from

established drafting precedents.

Employing the best combination of all preliminary information and contributing data to

develop final design.

Performing moderate to complex computer aided designs with emphasis on functionality,
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manufacturing and maintainability.

Preparing layout, design and assembly drawings. Learns current manufacturing/business

systems for basic cost, inventory and purchasing information.

Fuel your passion

To be successful in this role you will:

Have a High School Diploma or Associate degree in Engineering.

3+ years drafting experience.

Have Pressure Control Equipment experience - API 6A /API 16A.

Be familiar with Autocad and Pro-E (Creo).

Have the ability to perform non-routine and complex item shaving distinctive design

features that can differ significantly from established drafting precedents.

Have the ability to apply thorough knowledge of engineering and drafting standards,

codes and regulations affecting particular disciplines or drafting projects.

Work in a way that works for you

We recognize that everyone is different and that the way in which people want to work and

deliver at their best is different for everyone too. In this role, we can offer the following flexible

working patterns:

Working flexible hours - flexing the times when you work in the day to help you fit

everything in and work when you are the most productive

Working with us

Our people are at the heart of what we do at Baker Hughes. We know we are better

when all of our people are developed, engaged and able to bring their whole authentic selves to

work. We invest in the health and well-being of our workforce, train and reward talent and

develop leaders at all levels to bring out the best in each other.

Working for you

Our inventions have revolutionized energy for over a century. But to keep going forward

tomorrow, we know we have to push the boundaries today. We prioritize rewarding those

who embrace change with a package that reflects how much we value their input. Join us,



and you can expect:

Contemporary work-life balance policies and wellbeing activities

Comprehensive private medical care options

Safety net of life insurance and disability programs

Tailored financial programs

Additional elected or voluntary benefits

dels, tolerance stack-ups, and various electronic data formats to support analysis,

manufacturing, assembly, tooling, and inspection -typically does not require Engineering

degree add non-Engineers language here

Executes routine analyses using vested methods and technologies and/or contributes to

technological developments in teams under supervision.

Works together with people from the business unit. Contacts are under guidance and/or

geared towards collecting or giving technical information.

Works within a team setting and / or under guidance. Alternatively: executing routine

but complex analysis.

About Us:

We are an energy technology company that provides solutions to energy and industrial

customers worldwide. Built on a century of experience and conducting business in over 120

countries, our innovative technologies and services are taking energy forward - making it

safer, cleaner and more efficient for people and the planet.

Join Us:

Are you seeking an opportunity to make a real difference in a company that values

innovation and progress Join us and become part of a team of people who will challenge and

inspire you! Let's come together and take energy forward.

Baker Hughes Company is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Employment decisions are

made without regard to race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin, sex, sexual orientation,



gender identity or expression, age, disability, protected veteran status or other characteristics

protected by law.
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